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The 583.2 GHz torsional hot-band of „D2O…3
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We report the observation of a newc-type band of~D2O!3 at 583.215 92~37! GHz, which we assign
to thek5620←610 torsional hot-band. The new data includes the first observation ofK50 states
for the k5110 and k5220 levels and effects a correct assignment of these states. A new
perturbation was observed for theK52 states of thek5120←210 subband splitting each
transition into two equally spaced equal intensity doublets. Analysis of the band and inclusion into
a global fit of all torsional bands produces negligible differences with previous analyses, and
confirms the validity of the Hamiltonian developed to treat the coupling between torsional motion
and overall rotation. The 583.2 GHz band completes the precise characterization of all~D2O!3

vibrational levels below 100 cm21. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Water clusters are of current experimental and theor
cal interest, and among these clusters the water trimer
been at the focus of many recent studies.1–7 The experimen-
tal data set for the water trimer is the most extensive exis
for any water cluster, with seven, four, and six comple
intermolecular vibrational bands observed for~D2O!3,
~H2O!3, and mixed isotopomers, respectively.1,6,8–14Further-
more, the water trimer is the only water cluster for whi
vibrations corresponding to all intermolecular motions~tor-
sion, translation, and libration! have been observed.8,9 Calcu-
lation of the hydrogen bond lifetime in different vibration
states has allowed a comparison of the effect of exciting
various types of vibrations on the hydrogen bond lifetim
and comparison with calculations for liquid water.7

All vibrational bands of~D2O!3 except for the 142.8
cm21 band correspond to purely torsional vibrations,
shown in Fig. 1. The large number of low-lying vibration
results from the torsional~‘‘flipping’’ ! motion of the free
deuterium atoms, which connects six degenerate minima
the intermolecular potential energy surface~IPS!, splitting
each torsional energy level into a manifold of six.15 This
flipping motion of a free deuterium is symmetrically equiv
lent to rotation and hence is a pseudorotational moti
which couples strongly to the overall rotation of th
cluster.1,3,6,16 A complete understanding of the torsion
states and analysis of the torsional bands requires a Ha
tonian that accounts for the coupling of the torsional mot
with the overall rotation of the cluster.1,3,6,16

One direction in the study of small water clusters is t
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determination of an accurate potential for liquid wat
by fitting of existing potentials to water cluster vibration
rotation–tunneling ~VRT! data.17 Recently the
VRT~ASP-W! potential was determined by fitting of Stone
ASP potential form to VRT data for the water dimer, an
VRT~ASP-W! accurately reproduces the equilibrium stru
ture of the water trimer.17 The SAPT-5s-tuned potential, ad-
justed to produce agreement with dimer VRT data, and w
supplemented with explicitly calculated three-body intera
tions obtained by SAPT, reproduces the measured torsi
frequencies of the lowest torsional manifold.18 Further im-
provement of potentials such as VRT~ASP-W! requires ex-
plicit inclusion of three-body forces in the fit and the wat
trimer is the next logical step toward this, as it allows th
without complications by the higher-order terms. The lo
lying vibrational levels are especially important, as they a
the first to be included in such a fit, and observation of
new band reported here is of special importance as it c
firms the previous results, and completes the precise cha
terization of all energy levels of~D2O!3 below 100 cm21.

The 583.2 GHz band is the lowest frequency vibration
transition of~D2O!3 and was not accessible with the Berk
ley THz spectrometer. Use of a backward wave oscilla
~BWO! was necessary to access this frequency range,
effected the observation of 120P-branch lines of this band.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental configuration used in the observat
of the new 583.2 GHz (D2O!3 band resembles the Berkele
terahertz spectrometer, which has been described previo
and only the principal differences will be discussed here.19–21

To generate submillimeter power the THz laser sideba
spectrometer was replaced by a BWO, phase locked
HP8376B microwave~MW! synthesizer~2–26 GHz! as de-
scribed earlier.22 For the highest frequencies we used a m
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3989J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 9, 1 March 2001 Torsional hot-band of (D2O)3
crowave amplifier~20 dbm! for mixing. The BWO radiation
was multipassed three times through a pulsed supersoni
jet expansion and detected on a fixed magnetic field In
bolometer. The poor beam quality and large divergence
the BWO radiation as compared to the THz sidebands
not allow for the usual Herriott cell configuration, and i
stead three passes on planar mirrors were used, yielding
one pass close to the source. The pulsed molecular bea
produced by expanding pure Ar or N2, saturated with D2O,
through a 101.6-mm-long slit at a repetition rate of 70
while maintaining the vacuum chamber at approximately
or 80 mTorr for Ar and N2, respectively with a Roots blowe
~Edwards EH4200! backed by two rotary pumps~Edwards
E2M275!.21 The large angle of the incident and exiting r
diation with respect to the face of the source resulted
larger Doppler broadening than in the low frequency T
experiments, and the observed linewidths were;1.6 MHz.
The reduced sensitivity due to the poorer beam proper
large linewidths, and smaller number of passes compa
with the THz experiment is compensated by the much hig
output power~several mW! of the BWO, compared withmW
for the THz experiment. This is evidenced by the hi
signal-to-noise~S/N! ratio of the observed transitions~see

FIG. 1. The torsional energy level manifolds for~D2O!3 showing the nine
previously observed torsional energy levels with theirk quantum number
together with all observed transitions~Ref. 1!. The dashed arrows corre
spond to perpendicular bands (DK561) and the solid arrows to paralle
bands (DK50). The band reported here~shown in bold solid arrows! con-
firms the relative energies of thek5610 andk5620 levels. All transitions
involving degeneratek56n levels are severely perturbed by a Corio
interaction resulting from coupling of the torsional motion of the free d
terium atoms with the overall rotation of the cluster, which can be see
the example of theP(8)-branch of the 583.2 GHz band~see Fig. 2!. The
open arrowheads correspond to transitions from the vibrational ground
and the closed ones to hotband transitions from thek5611 level.
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Fig. 2!. The most intense transitions had S/N ratios
;500:1 and the1P1(13) transition originating from 43.73
cm21 above the ground state of the molecule has a S/N r
of 35:1. The 583.2 GHz band corresponds to a hot-band,
accordingly N2 was used as a carrier gas as it results in
hotter expansion. The limiting noise source was 60 Hz no
introduced in the BWO, and future efforts will aim at min
mizing this as it will increase the sensitivity significantl
Both the absolute and relative frequency accuracy of
BWO are superior to the THz experiment, as the freque
of the BWO experiment is determined by that of the M
synthesizer and not affected by the drift of or the uncertai
in the frequency calibration of the THz laser. Limitations
the mixer used for locking the BWO did not allow transition
higher in frequency thanP(6)(;514 GHz) to be observed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of 120 transitions@P(6) –P(13)# of ~D2O!3 were
measured with a precision of 200–400 kHz. TheP(8)
branch of the spectrum shown in Fig. 2 is representative
the band and allP-branches are similarly perturbed. Bifurca
tion tunneling splittings were not observed, even after
creasing the modulation depth significantly. This is expec
as the bifurcation tunneling splittings in thek5610,620

levels are;1–2 MHz and it was shown for the correspon
ing k5620←610~H2O!3 band that the difference of th
splittings in the two levels is observed, and accordingly
band has the smallest bifurcation tunneling splitting of
~H2O!3 bands.6,16 The only other~D2O!3 band for which no
bifurcation tunneling splittings have been observed is
142.8 cm21 band. The tunneling splittings in lower and up
per states of that band are also very similar, as it correspo
to a hydrogen bond stretching vibration.8

The only dipole allowed transition between the torsion
levels shown in Fig. 1 that had not been previously obser
is the k5620←610 band reported here, as this band w
not in the frequency range of our THz spectrometer.
degenerate torsional states are severely perturbed by the
riolis interaction, and thek5620←610 is especially per-
turbed as it involves both a perturbed lower and upper st
A fit of the data would not have been possible without t
detailed Hamiltonian developed by van der Avoirdet al.1

Although the Coriolis perturbation only consists of secon
and higher-order terms, previous results showed that b
degenerate vibrational levels are split by a term linear inK,
similar to the effect expected from first-order Coriolis inte
actions. Furthermore theK51 states of thek5110 and
220 levels are split into doublets by a large amount@;4
GHz for 1P1(11)].

This new band is the first allowing observation of com
pleteP- or R-branches with largeJ-values. These transition
are of special interest, as the effect of the Coriolis interact
increases withJ and some effects are predicted to only
observable for largeJ-values. Transitions of thek5120

←210 subband will be labeled2PK(J), and the transitions
corresponding to thek5220←110 subband 1PK(J).
Analysis of the largeJ-transitions revealed that all2P2(J)
transitions are split into quartets~see Fig. 3!. The previous
results did not includeK52 transitions ofk521n or 12n
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3990 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 9, 1 March 2001 Keutsch et al.
states with largeJ-values, but the residuals of the fits forK
52 transitions withJ.6 are rather large, indicating tha
some additional perturbation also exists. The splitting of
2P2(J) transitions is symmetrical about the frequency p
dicted for an unperturbed transition and is shown in detai
inset ~b! of Fig. 3. TheJ-dependence is indicative of a Co
riolis interaction. Table I in Ref. 1 shows the results of c
culations using a discrete variable representation~DVR!
method with the complete torsion–rotation Coriolis Ham
tonian and a potential developed by van Duijneveldtet al.1

The table shows the previously mentioned splitting of
K51 states for thek511 level (uk2Ku50) and a very
small splitting ~for the J-values in Table I of Ref. 1 no
observable! for the K52 states ofk521 level (uk2K
u53).1 Therefore we propose that the splittings observ
here are caused by the Coriolis perturbation and are at
qualitatively correctly predicted by theory. However, theo
predicts a doublet and not a quartet, but Table I does

FIG. 2. TheP(8) transition of the 583.2 GHz band demonstrates the effe
of the Coriolis perturbation on the spectrum. The transitions correspon
to thek5120←210 subband are labeled2PK(8), and the transitions cor
responding to thek5220←1120 subband,1PK(8). The purely second-
and higher-order Coriolis interaction splits the degenerate vibrational le
;K ~usually arising from first-order effects! with additional higher-order
effects. The1PK(8) branch shows severe perturbations evidenced by
atypical rotational progression. The1P0(8) transition is observed at lowe
frequency, the1P1(8) transition is split into a doublet by a large amou
and was not observed, and the1P2(8) –1P7(8) transitions form a progres
sion starting at higher frequency with a band-head at1P5(8). The2P2(8)
transition is split into a quartet~see Fig. 3!. Inset ~b! shows the6P0(8)
transitions separated by;2 MHz. 1P0(J) transitions had not been identifie
in the previous work, probably as they are hidden by the anomalous b
cation tunneling splittings for these bands~Ref. 1!. The previously unob-
servedRR1(10) transition of theE1

1 state of~D2O!2 is also shown as is an
HDO monomer absorption.
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specify which bifurcation tunneling component it refers t
as this splitting is usually constant for~D2O!3. Analysis of
the experimental relative intensities gives an intensity ra
of ;2.5:1 ~see Fig. 3!. This is close to the ratio expected fo
the two triply-degenerate states of the bifurcation tunnel
components relative to the singlet states~2:1!. Therefore it is
likely that this splitting is due to the Coriolis perturbatio
already included in the theory and the magnitude of the sp
ting differs for the singlet and triplet states. The Hamiltoni
used for fitting only includes terms to second-order and t
does not predict any such splitting, and the center of theK
52 quartets was used in all fits discussed here.
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FIG. 3. TheK52 transitions of thek5120←210 subband are split into
quartets. The splitting is symmetrical about the position predicted for
unperturbed transition. Inset~a! demonstrates that the splitting is not obser
able forJ,7 and increases withJ @ca. asJ(J11)]. The broadening of the
2P2(6) transition is probably due to convolution with the1P2(6) transi-
tion. Inset~b! shows that the two higher intensity components are split b
large amount and the two lower intensity components by a very sm
amount~,2.5 MHz!. This had not been observed for any of the previo
(D2O)3 bands, probably as no highJ, low K transitions had been previousl
observable due to low intensities~Ref. 1!.

TABLE I. The quality of fitting the 583.2 GHz band independently of a
other bands is evidenced by the RMS of 0.52 MHz, the best for any w
cluster VRT band to date. The lower state constants had to be fixed as i
not possible to fit them without correlation, since onlyP-branch lines were
observed.

Ground state~MHz! Excited state~MHz!c

k5110 k5210 k5120 k5220

E0 255 976.49a 839 191.80~35!
B(5A) 5796.04a 5794.592~9!

DC 0a 5.31~2!
DJ 0.0297a 0.0272~3! 0.0278~4! 0.02891~5!
DJK 20.050a 20.040~2! 20.0460~1! 20.0465~1!
DK 0.023a 0.028a .0024~1! 0.000 27~9!
z b 20.04387a 20.048242~1!

um11ub 26.68a 13.728~2!

aFixed.
bAs defined by Viantet al. ~Ref. 1!.
c1s uncertainty of fitted constants in parentheses.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE II. The assigned transitions of thek5620←610 hot-band are shown together with difference between observed and calculated frequencies
fit of only the 583.2 GHz band transitions~fit I !.

K9 J9 K9 k8 J8 K8
Frequency

@MHz#
Obs–Calc

@MHz# K9 J9 K9 k8 J8 K8
Frequency

@MHz#
Obs–Calc

@MHz#

22 12 1 1 13 1 429 836.45 0.74 22 9 8 1 10 8 467 453 21.52
2 11 0 21 12 0 443 066.85 20.16 22 9 9 1 10 9 467 510 20.25

22 11 1 1 12 1 441 765.77 20.01 22 9 0 1 10 0 466 715.7 22.35
22 11 2 1 12 2 445 172 0.09 2 9 1 21 10 1 467 035.3 0.54
22 11 3 1 12 3 444 669.1 0.4 2 9 2 21 10 2 467 189 0.24
22 11 4 1 12 4 444 472.48 0.42 2 9 3 21 10 3 467 303.5 20.37
22 11 5 1 12 5 444 378.57 0.36 2 9 4 21 10 4 467 408.8 20.13
22 11 6 1 12 6 444 335.13 0.11 2 9 5 21 10 5 467 513.7 20.22
22 11 7 1 12 7 444 323.97 20.17 2 9 6 21 10 6 467 623.3 20.06
22 11 8 1 12 8 444 337.39 20.42 2 9 7 21 10 7 467 739.7 0.07
22 11 9 1 12 9 444 371.79 20.61 2 9 8 21 10 8 467 864.6 0.41
22 11 10 1 12 10 444 426 20.22 2 9 9 21 10 9 467 998.8 0.44
22 11 11 1 12 11 444 499.63 1.07 22 8 2 1 9 2 479 234 0.25
22 11 0 1 12 0 443 068.87 20.99 22 8 3 1 9 3 479 032.6 0.51

2 11 1 21 12 1 443 601.46 0.59 22 8 4 1 9 4 478 967.9 0.44
2 11 2 21 12 2 443 848.8 0.08 22 8 5 1 9 5 478 949.4 0.23
2 11 3 21 12 3 444 014.55 20.1 22 8 6 1 9 6 478 957.7 0.19
2 11 4 21 12 4 444 150.9 20.34 22 8 7 1 9 7 478 986.2 20.12
2 11 5 21 12 5 444 277.17 20.24 22 8 8 1 9 8 479 032.6 20.56
2 11 6 21 12 6 444 401.5 20.16 2 8 0 21 9 0 478 479.7 1.65
2 11 7 21 12 7 444 528.57 0.11 2 8 1 21 9 1 478 714 0.53
2 11 8 21 12 8 444 660.78 0.27 2 8 2 21 9 2 478 834.5 0.05
2 11 9 21 12 9 444 800.13 0.47 2 8 3 21 9 3 478 931.1 21.02
2 11 11 21 12 11 445 103.9 20.79 2 8 4 21 9 4 479 026.3 20.17

22 10 1 1 11 1 457 699.6 20.63 2 8 5 21 9 5 479 124.4 20.01
2 10 0 21 11 0 454 912.32 20.46 2 8 6 21 9 6 479 229 0.05

22 10 2 1 11 2 456 472.4 0 2 8 7 21 9 7 479 342.4 0.5
22 10 3 1 11 3 456 085.44 0.28 2 8 8 21 9 8 479 464.6 0.28
22 10 4 1 11 4 455 942.72 0.53 2 7 0 21 8 0 490 201.3 20.76
22 10 5 1 11 5 455 879.36 0.2 22 7 2 1 8 2 490 686.6 0.2
22 10 6 1 11 6 455 856.88 0.04 22 7 3 1 8 3 490 552.2 0.42
22 10 7 1 11 7 455 861.6 20.21 22 7 4 1 8 4 490 513.9 0.18
22 10 8 1 11 8 455 888.32 20.2 22 7 5 1 8 5 490 510.9 0.21
22 10 9 1 11 9 455 934.27 20.26 22 7 6 1 8 6 490 529.9 0.01
22 10 10 1 11 10 455 999.16 0.39 22 7 7 1 8 7 490 567.1 20.27
22 10 0 1 11 0 454 914.56 20.67 22 7 0 1 8 0 490 203.7 0.38

2 10 1 21 11 1 455 332.27 0.53 2 7 1 21 8 1 490 371.8 0.36
2 10 2 21 11 2 455 527.97 0.25 2 7 2 21 8 2 490 467.5 0.1
2 10 3 21 11 3 455 665.09 20.26 2 7 3 21 8 3 490 552.2 0.17
2 10 4 21 11 4 455 783.89 20.42 2 7 4 21 8 4 490 638.3 20.14
2 10 5 21 11 5 455 898.2 20.41 2 7 5 21 8 5 490 731.1 20.04
2 10 6 21 11 6 456 014.4 20.1 2 7 6 21 8 6 490 832.6 0.34
2 10 7 21 11 7 456 135.36 0.06 2 7 7 21 8 7 490 942.9 0.07
2 10 8 21 11 8 456 263.04 20.03 2 5 0 21 6 0 513 553.3 21.44
2 10 9 21 11 9 456 399.46 0.21 22 5 2 1 6 2 513 705.5 0.16
2 10 10 21 11 10 456 544.9 20.06 22 5 3 1 6 3 513 657.2 0.01

22 9 1 1 10 1 465 567.4 20.55 22 5 4 1 6 4 513 653 20.07
2 9 0 21 10 0 466 715.7 20.32 22 5 5 1 6 5 513 669.8 20.39

22 9 2 1 10 2 467 827.2 20.2 22 5 0 1 6 0 513 555.9 0.54
22 9 3 1 10 3 467 541.9 0.53 2 5 1 21 6 1 513 639.4 0.08
22 9 4 1 10 4 467 442.8 0.61 2 5 2 21 6 2 513 705.5 1.17
22 9 5 1 10 5 467 404.6 0.57 2 5 3 21 6 3 513 772.7 20.19
22 9 6 1 10 6 467 399.1 0.33 2 5 4 21 6 4 513 849.5 20.17
22 9 7 1 10 7 467 417 0.2 2 5 5 21 6 5 513 936.2 20.03
i
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Further analysis of the 583.2 GHz band revealed a m
assignment of theK50 states of thek5110 and k5221

level in the previous work.1 Selection rules allow observatio
of K50 states of thek511n and22n levels only forc-type
bands. Thek5221←110 band, is the only previously ob
served such band, and it was originally assumed that
transitions involvingK50 were convoluted with other tran
Downloaded 17 May 2006 to 128.32.220.140. Redistribution subject to A
s-

e

sitions in the spectrum.1,23 However, observation of a very
closely spaced doublet in the case of the 583.2 GHz@see
inset ~b! in Fig. 2# band led to a reanalysis of the resu
expected from the Coriolis perturbation, which showed t
in fact both K50 transitions@1P0(J),2P0(J)# should be
expected at the same frequency as they are only affecte
higher-order perturbation terms. Probably, such slightly s
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TABLE III. The results of including the 583.2 GHz band in a global fit of all torsional bands yields essentially identical results to those in Table I~RMS: 1.5
MHz!. All values are in MHz, except forz which is dimensionless. Only the energy of the620 level differs by 5.2 MHz, probably as onlyP-branch lines were
included in the fit in Table I.

~k,n! 00 110 c 210 c 120 c 220 c 30 c 31 c 121 c 221 c

E0 0.0a 255 976.7~4! 839 187.0~3! 1232 139.3~4! 2709 548.5~6! 2940 937.2~4!
B(5A) 5796.32~2! 5795.95~2! 5794.63~3! 5792.85~4! 5788.66~3! 5786.26~2!

DC 0a 2.75~3! 8.11~2! 11.83~2! 2.12~4! 0.89~3!
DJ 0.029~3! 0.0279~3! 0.0279~4! 0.0273~2! 0.0273~3! 0.0265~5! 0.027~3! 0.0266~5! 0.0265~3!
DJK 20.042~1! 20.0472~8! 20.0449~8! 20.041~1! 20.0436~9! 20.045~1! 20.0393~9! 20.043~1! 20.040~1!
DK 0.0179~17! 0.024~3! 0.024~3! 0.020~3! 0.021~2! 0.023~2! 0.017~2! 0.023~3! 0.016~2!
z b 0.0 20.04384~1! 20.04820~2! 0.0 0.0 0.00031~2!

um11ub 0.0 26.69~1! 13.74~2! 0.0 0.0 3.61~1!

aFixed.
bAs defined by Viantet al. ~Ref. 1!.
c1s uncertainty of fitted parameters in parentheses.
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transitions forK50 were not observed previously as th
were obscured by the anomalous bifurcation tunneling sp
tings of theK50 states of thek5121←210 subband.

109 assignedP-branch transitions, using the center
the 2P2(J) quartets, were fit using the Hamiltonian deve
oped for the torsional bands.1 TheP(7) branch was observe
but could not be fit well and it is unclear whether a pert
bation is present or whether some experimental problem
isted. The results of fitting the 583.2 GHz band indep
dently of all other bands~fit I ! are shown in Table I, and th
assigned transition frequencies are given in Table II. T
lower state constants could not be fit without correlation a
had to be fixed as onlyP-branch transitions were observe
The rms deviation of the fit was 0.52 MHz, which is close
the frequency accuracy of the experiment and the quality
the fit is the best obtained for any water cluster VRT ba
measured to date. The results of a global fit~fit II ! of all
torsional bands of~D2O!3 including 659 lines are shown in
Table III. The Coriolis perturbation did not allow an inde
pendent fit of thek500 C rotational constant, which wa
fixed to the value used by Viantet al.1

The results of fit I and fit II are nearly identical and on
the energy of thek5620 level lies significantly outside the
standard deviations of the two fits. Similarly theP(6) tran-
sitions show a larger difference between observed and ca
lated values in fit II than fit I. This is most likely due to th
fact that onlyP-branch lines were observed for the 583
GHz band, which did not allow for as exact a determinat
of the band origin in fit I as in cases wereP-, Q-, and
R-branch transitions were observed. A comparison of fi
with the results of the global fit of Viantet al. reveals dif-
ferences only in the distortion constants of thek5610 and
620 levels.1 This difference is not surprising as the fits d
not include higher-order distortion constants or higher or
Coriolis terms, which are both effective in the new fits i
cluding the largeJ-value transitions of the 583.2 GHz ban

Observation and analysis of the 583.2 GHz band t
confirms the previous work, and all dipole allowed tran
tions between the known torsional levels have now been
served. This completes the characterization of all vibratio
energy levels of~D2O!3 below 100 cm21, as the energy of
the hydrogen bond stretching vibrations, the next lowest
ergy vibrations, have been calculated at ca. 170 cm21 and the
Downloaded 17 May 2006 to 128.32.220.140. Redistribution subject to A
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degenerate asymmetric stretch has been experimentally
served at 142.8 cm21. These low-lying levels are of specia
importance as they are the first to be included in a fit of
existing potential, like VRT~ASP-W! to the experimental
data.

There have been many efforts comparing the VRT
sults for the water trimer with those of calculations usi
potentials based onab initio results and especially develope
for the torsional states of the water trimer.4,15,16,18,24–29The
SAPT-5s-tuned potential is one of the most sophisticat
potential applicable to the water trimer torsional states18

This potential is based onab initio results empirically ad-
justed to fit experimental water dimer VRT data. When thr
body terms are included in the SAPT-5s-tuned potential it
reproduces the measured torsional frequencies for thk
56n0 manifold quite accurately.18 The deviation for this
manifold is largest in thek562° level with a calculated
energy of 29.1 cm21 compared to the experimental value
28.0 cm21. In comparison, calculations on the two prev
ously existing potential surfaces with the best quality, t
DD and BGLK potentials, deviate more from the experime
tal value ~25.18 cm21 and 24.73 cm21 respectively for the
k562° level!.30 The deviation of the energies calculated
the SAPT-5s-tuned surface from the experimental results
larger~ca. 17–19 cm21 too large! for the k56n1 manifold.
This could mean that SAPT-5s-tuned does not represent th
higher part of the IPS accurately, but more probably refle
the approximations made in the calculations, viz. that
hydrogen bond length~O–O distances! was fixed. The pos-
sible breakdown of the separation of the torsional from
translational degrees of freedom will be discussed in deta
the following paper. The other accurate water pair poten
@VRT~ASP-W!# reproduces the equilibrium structure of th
water trimer quite well, when appropriately summed to fo
the trimer potential.17 While this potential includes the lead
ing three-body term~induction!, the other two important
three-body terms~dispersion, exchange! are not included in
such a construction. Therefore the next step toward deve
ing an accurate water potential is inclusion of the water
mer data set into a fit of existing water pair potentials li
VRT~ASP-W!.17 The precise characterization of all vibra
tional energy levels of~D2O!3 below 100 cm21 will allow
initial fits of potentials to these VRT data, followed by in
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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clusion of the higher energy translational and librational
brations discussed in the following papers.8,9 This will allow
explicit quantification of the three-body forces, the leadi
many-body term, and already include most of the interact
energy required to model liquid water successfully.

IV. CONCLUSION

The observation and analysis of the 583.2 GHz ba
completes the precise characterization of the torsional st
of ~D2O!3 up to 100 cm21. The results presented confirm th
validity of the previous analyses, and the current analysi
large J-value transitions furthermore shows that the Ham
tonian developed by van der Avoirdet al. even correctly
predicts Coriolis splittings of higherJ-values that had no
been previously observable. The water trimer data set n
includes energy levels up to 530 cm21 and therefore allows
comparison of experimental data with predictions from p
tential surfaces to much larger energies than previou
available. The next step toward an accurate potential for
uid water therefore is inclusion of water trimer data into a
of a potential, and calculations taking more than just
three torsional degrees of freedom into account.
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